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Farm of origin may influence how pigs move through races and pens. Pigs which have never been 
moved out of their pens during fattening are more difficult to move at the slaughter plant, r »  
which refuse to move are more likely to become stressed. Stress is detrimental to meat quality 
Experiment 1: Twenty-four 4.5 week old crossbred pigs were housed in either a simple or a comp s, 
environment. The simple environment consisted of 2 pigs in each of six 1.22m x 1.22m indoor P t 
People never entered the pens. The complex environment consisted of 12 pigs together in one ou 
pen. An investigator entered the pen every day and played with the pigs for 15 to 30 min. The P ^ j  
were given cloth strips, chains, stones, balls, newspapers, boxes and ropes. After the 9 week 
times to approach a strange man and a strange object were measured. Approach strange object. jq,5 
environment 49.8 sec., simple environment 83.5 sec.; approach strange man: complex environmen 
sec., simple environment 100.3 sec. Pigs from the simple environment had longer approach tiroes^ 
Experiment 2: Pigs were reared under similar conditions as Experiment 1. Time to walk through 
narrow white wood race (4.8m long, 1.2m high, 27cm wide at bottom, 38cm wide at top) towards a V 
at the end of the race was measured. Number of pigs which walked through the race within 5 mi ^
Trial 1, complex 10 out of 12, simple 2 out of 12. Trial 2, complex 10 out of 12, simple 4 °u 
12. Mean times: Trial 1, complex 2.27 min., simple 4.56 min. Trial 2, complex 1.47 min., simp
min. Pigs from the simple environment were more reluctant to walk through the race. Experienc 
reduced°time to walk the race through. The results suggest that pigs might be trained to move to
easily. Driving pigs out of the fattening pens 2 to 3 times during fattening may make them ea 
move at the slaughter plant. People entering the pens occasion»11“ <»»“ a!so be beneficial.

INTRODUCTION

The environment a pig is raised in can affect its reaction to handling. Observations in slaughtePnS, 
plants suggest the farm of origin influences how pigs behave during movement through races an , pjĝ
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Some groups of pigs are more difficult to move than others. Practical experience indicates that 
which have never been moved out of their pens during fattening are more difficult to drive at t 
slaughter plant. Previous research indicates that pigs which have no experience with handling 
sometimes regard a loading ramp as an impassable obstacle (van Putten, 1981). Pig3 which have 
raised indoors in semi-darkness with minimal human contact were easily startled and difficult 
load on a trailer compared to pigs raised outside (Harris et al, 1983). The outdoor pigs were 
to load because they had become accustomed to handling, van Putten (1981) has suggested that , 
fattening pigs could be trained to help overcome handling stress. Ried and Mills (1962) and Ki » 
(1976) state that livestock can be trained to accept irregularities in management and be 
preconditioned to stresses.

Pigs which balk and refuse to move are more likely to become excited and stressed just prior t 0 e t  
slaughter. This is especially a problem in large slaughter plants which slaughter 500 to 1000 P 
hour. Excitement in the race immediately prior to stunning increases the incidence of PSE 
(Barton-Gade, 1984 and Barton-Gade personal communication, 1984). One purpose of our experiment 
to objectively determine how rearing environment affects pig behaviors which are relevant to 
Handling. The differences between the two environments uas made extreme to make it easier to ®e ĵt11 
a differences in the pig's behavior. In one environment, the pigs had a large amount of conta® 
people and novel objects. The other environment was barren and there was minimal contact with 
people.

1ETH0DS

îxperiment 1: Twenty-four 4.5 week old crossbred pigs from 5 litters were placed in either a 3^  
or ' complex environment. The simple environment (Figure 1) consisted of two pigs in each of s f<ji 
1.2- i by 1.22m pens with plastic coated expanded metal floors. The pigs were not handled exceP 
Tilling the self feeders daily and cleaning the pens with a hose every third day. People never 
i.-nt .red the pens. The pens were inside a closed controlled environment house with fluorescent 
UghLing and no windows. The lights were on 24 hours per day. The complex environment consist®
2 pigs together in one outdoor pen. The pen had a concrete floor and an adjoining house bedd t̂ e 
traw. A person entered this pen every day and petted the pigs for 15 to 30 minutes (Figure



't8theeIndao f ° ^ i VQn t0r . SUCÎ a s .cloth strips> clmins. stones, bells, newspapers, boxes and ropes, 
n small • 9 W^fk tria* ’ times to approach a strange man and a novel object were measured in

Were m e a ^ H ^ d - d ™ ? ! " 0*61 objact was1a ne w* unused red feeder stood on its end. Approach times 
touch" u r d  lndlvidually for each animal after it was placed in the test pen. Pigs which failed to 
time w« strai]ge man or the novel object within 5 minutes were removed from the test pen. Their 

WQs recorded at 5 minutes.

Ex
2 - An°tber gr°up of Pi®s were reared under conditions similar to Experiment 1. At the end 

measured parlmental rearing period, time to walk through a narrow wooden race painted white was 
b°ttom and ™  race had solid plywood sides and it measured 4.8m long, 1.2m high, 27cm wide at the 
throuah rh»38 îde a hC tOP" Flgure 3 illustrates a pig's eye view of the race. Time to walk 
luick ... raCe a decoy Plg Penned at the other end of the race was measured in two trials in 
through ^ ession* Each Pig «as placed in a small pen at the end of the race and allowed to walk 
vas 1 ,  vf race v°luntarily without being prodded or pushed. The small pen at the end of the race

because it f«Cv»rvhdf ff th? P18 t0 ÜUrn around* Ue decided not to push or prod the pigs in the race 
Painted or Ü  dlfflcult to prod or push a pig in an objective manner. The race floor was 
ParforatL y !"? “  contaiaed three obstacles. They were a 5cm wide light beam, a 7.5cm wide 
buildinc. a n d ^ r 1 Strl?i and a oCm by 3-7cm wood board* The race was located indoors in a windowless 
vithin S “ • Z "aS 1U umlnatad with incandescent lamps. Pigs which failed to walk through the race 

5 “m u t e s  were removed. Their time was recorded at 5 minutes.

RESULTS

Exn
the c o m o l p ^ L v i r 8 reaiedi w  Si!°ple envlr°nment had longer approach times than pigs raised in 
of Pi2 sPua envlron"lent- (*.01). There were also litter differences in approach times. One litter 
r®arinp o b more reluctant to approach both the strange man and the novel object regardless of 

ng environment. The mean times are in Table 1.

Table 1. Approach Times

"Ft—  ----------------- Approach Strange Man
lmPle Environment 100.3 seconds

SSBE-lex Environment________ 59.5 seconds

Approach Novel Object 
83.5 seconds

______49.8 seconds

2: Plgs reared in the simple environment were more reluctant to walk through the race in
willin0 . S ' expfrdencing the race once, the pigs from both rearing environments became more

g to walk through during the second trial. The mean times are in Table 2.

Table 2 Time to Walk Through a Race

o?—  ------ -------------- Trial 1________
lmPTe Environment 4.56 minutes

p
-SBBlgx Environment 2.27 minutes

Trial 2
4.13 minutes 

1.47 minutes
The ma . ----

®inuted0rfby of ïhf Pigf raared ilK the siraple environment refused to walk through the race within 5 
but 10 oui c u °nly 2 °Ut ° f 12 pigs reared in the simple environment walked through the race, 
°Ut of 17 a , 12 pigS reared ln the complex environment walked through the race. In Trial 2 4 

I*6 ai"pi? environment walked through, and 10 out of 12 pigs from the complex 
Valk thrro ,wadked thr°u 8h • The same two pigs which had refused on the previous trial refused to 

•rough the race during the second trial.

°IScUSSI0N

^>e ia
oar®. but a”ount °f handlin8 used in our experiment would not be practical on a large commerical 
Esther "e rasults suggest that pigs might be trained to move more easily during handling, 
i Etenino „eafC5 18 aaeded* Perhaps driving pigs out of their pens two or three times during the 
> s t  once !ri°duW0Uld ! them easler to move at the slaughter plant. People entering the pens at
6Ver ente,- tu6** the pigS accustomed to people may also be beneficial. On farms where people

the pens, the pigs will often become agitated and excited when a person goes in the pen.
Jhere ls
Plgs are Pr?bably an 0Ptimura level of handling which would be both beneficial and practical. If the 
. rs0n Tpetted too much they may become difficult to drive because they will want to follow the 

nf F°rced int anlü? J *  "eVef eXP°Sed tD novelty’ then it is more likely to become stressed when it 
tK tl'Uck sound a highîy situation such 38 a slaughter plant lairage. Possibly playing^a tape

S°unds thd ’ ???Pie ta3king and machinery noises would help get the pigs accustomed to some of 
h® less lik»fy : t U  haar1ln 5ruck and at the slaughter plant. The more familiar a situation is 

likely the animals will be stressed (Dantzer, 1983 personal communication).



Observations with sheep indicated that it is possible to train an animal to completely accept a 
handling procedure which would usually cause the animal to become stressed. Livestock usually become 
agitated and excited when they are restrained in a squeeze chute. We were able to train sheep to 
voluntarily enter a squeeze chute and be tilted to a horizontal position for a grain reward. The 
more experience the sheep had with the squeeze chute the less fear they had of it. Some animals 
willingly entered the squeeze chute and were squeezed and tilted eight times in a row. Some anima 
jumped on the gate that led to the squeeze chute because they wanted to get in.

When an animal is being trained to a handling procedure it is important that it remains calm and 
pain is not inflicted. If the animal becomes frightened during training it may become increasingly 
more stressed each time it is handled. Practical experience with cattle indicates that animals witn 
previous rough handling experiences become more excited during subsequent handling than cattle w 1  

have had previous gentle handling experiences.

It is especially important to reduce stress immediately prior to stunning to help prevent PSE 
(Barton-Gade, 1984 personal communication. In conclusion, it may be possible to develop simple 
practical training procedures which will help reduce agitation and excitement shortly prior to 
stunning at the slaughter plant. This may help reduce PSE.

2-Figure 3: Race used in Experiment
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